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STATEMENT OF FACTS 

 

PARTIES TO THE DISPUTE 

1. Claimant, Vasiuki LLC, is a Renewable Energy (“RE”) company incorporated 

under the laws of the Federal Republic of Cogitatia (“Cogitatia”). The Claimant 

has been engaged in the development, construction, and operation of RE facilities 

in Cogitatia and elsewhere in the region. 

 

2. Respondent, the Federal Republic of Bancasia (“Bancasia”), is a state deemed to 

be an emerging market and party to the CB-BIT. 

 

3. Both countries joined the European Union (“the EU”) in 2004.  

 

BARANCASIA’S CLIMATE AND ENERGY INITIATIVES 

4. Beginning in 2007, Barancasia began making strides to meet EU climate and energy 

targets.   

 

5. Aware of Barancasia’s goals, and after monitoring the country’s legislative 

 process, in 2009, Vasiuki purchased land in Barancasia to launch an 

 experimental  solar  project (“Alfa”). 

 

6. In 2010, Barancasia adopted the Law on Renewable Energy (“LRE”), aimed at 

encouraging the development of RE technology, improving security and 

diversification of energy supply, and protecting the environment. The LRE 

provided that the production of energy from RE sources would be encouraged by 

state measures until the share of energy generated reached a pre-determined target. 

The LRE aimed to achieve such support by providing fixed general “feed-in tariffs” 

of €0.44/kWh applicable for twelve years to RE providers who received a license 

from the national energy regulator. 

 

7. Though Vasiuki’s application for a license for the Alfa project was denied, the BEA 

approved a license for the company’s second project, Beta. In order to build on the 

efforts of its projects, Vasiuki launched twelve additional projects.  In pursuit of 

this aim, the company borrowed substantial sums of money from banks, acquired 

more land, and obtained construction permits.  Later, Vasiuki obtained licenses 

from the BEA for the development of all twelve facilities with the approved 

€0.44/kWh feed-in tariff. 

GOVERNMENTAL MEASURES 

8. By the beginning of 2012, the LRE created excessive profits for solar developers 

and the potential for abuse of the subsidy scheme.  Government officials argued 

that the twelve years of guaranteed profits available under the LRE amounted to 

unfair windfall and an unsustainable energy support scheme. Further, Government 
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officials maintained that because the RE support scheme was financed from the 

state budget, if all applications for licenses for feed-in tariffs were approved, up to 

15% of state revenues would need to be diverted to finance the feed-in tariffs. 

 

9. In January 2013, the BP adopted an amendment to the LRE, allowing for the review 

and adjustment of the feed-in tariffs by the BEA annually. This led to a subsequent 

recalculation of the feed-in tariff to 0.15 EUR/kWh, applicable retroactively to the 

beginning of the year. 

 

10. By the time this amendment had been adopted, Vasiuki had already made 

substantial investments, borrowed money, bought land plots, hired personnel, and 

paid considerable advances for equipment in order to support the twelve new 

facilities. 

THE BIT DISPUTE 

11. In 2006, after joining the EU, Barancasia announced its intention to terminate its 

Intra-EU BITs. In 2007, Barancasia notified Cogitatia of its intention to terminate 

the Cogitatia-Barancasia BIT.  As late as 2010, there was no formal response from 

Cogitatia as to Barancasia’s intention to terminate the BIT. 

 

12. In 2008, Barancasia removed the BIT with Cogitatia from its Ministry of Finance 

website. 

 

13. In 2012, the Prime Minister of Barancasia discussed the government’s successful 

 termination of Intra-EU BITs. 

PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

14. 20 April 2014: Vasiuki notified Barancasia’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs of its 

dispute with Barancasia and its intention to pursue legal remedies under the BIT if 

the dispute was not resolved to Vasiuki’s satisfaction. Barancasia declined 

negotiations. 

 

15. 2 November 2014: Vasiuki submitted a request for arbitration to the LCIA pursuant 

to Article 8 of the BIT. 

 

16. 5 November 2014: Arbitration began per Art. 1.1(vi) and 1.4 of the Rules.  

 

17. 21 November 2014: Barancasia submitted its Response to Request for Arbitration. 

 

18. 20 February 2015: Procedural Order No.1 issued. 

  

19. 20 June 2015: Procedural Order No. 2 issued. 
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PART ONE: JURISDICTION AND ADMISSIBILITY 

 

I. THE TRIBUNAL DOES NOT HAVE JURISDICTION OVER THIS 

DISPUTE 

 

20. Pursuant to Art. 8 of the CB-BIT, Respondent consented to binding arbitration on 

“any legal dispute between an investor of one Party and the other Party in 

connection with an investment.”  Respondent submits that the Tribunal lacks 

jurisdiction on two grounds.  First, the CB-BIT was properly terminated in 

accordance with the applicable provisions of the VCLT and the terms of the BIT 

itself. Second, Claimant’s RE operations do not qualify as investments.  

 

A. The BIT Was Properly Terminated  

21. In order for the tribunal to determine its jurisdiction, it must first determine the 

 validity and applicability of the CB-BIT.  Pursuant to VCLT Art. 59, a treaty shall 

 be terminated if the parties to it concluded a later treaty relating to the same 

 subject matter and the treaties are so incompatible that they are not capable of being 

 applied at the same time.  To terminate a treaty under VCLT Art. 59 a party must 

 follow  the procedures set out in VCLT Art. 65, which requires, among other things, 

 a formal notification.1  Respondent submits that all of these conditions have been 

 met and that the CB-BIT is no longer in force. 

22. Firstly, Respondent followed the proper procedures under VCLT Art. 65 to invoke 

 termination of the CB-BIT.  Secondly, by operation of VCLT Art. 59, the CB-

 BIT was implicitly terminated with the conclusion of the EC Treaty, as (a) the 

 treaties relate to the same subject matter and (b) the treaties are incompatible.  

 Thirdly, Respondent properly terminated the CB-BIT in accordance with its terms. 

 Fourthly, the CB-BIT was terminated with the consent of Cogitatia. 

   

 

 

                                                        
1 Eureko,¶234. 
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  1. Respondent Has Followed The Procedural Requirements of VCLT  

   Art. 65 To Terminate The CB-BIT 

 

23. VCLT Art. 65, sets forth the international procedure for ascertaining the 

 termination of treaty, requiring that 

(1) a party which, under the provisions of the present 

 Convention, invokes a ground for terminating a treaty must 

 notify the other parties of its claim. The notification shall 

 indicate the measure proposed to be taken with respect to the 

 treaty and the reasons therefor. 

 

(2) a party must be given a minimum of three months to protest 

 the claim. 

 

24. Further, should no objection be raised within the three-month period, the notifying 

 party may unilaterally terminate the treaty.2 “The silence of the other parties is 

 treated as consent.”3 

25. Respondent submits that it has satisfied these requirements. In Eureka, the tribunal 

 rejected the respondent’s argument that the BIT had been terminated in accordance 

 with VCLT Art 59 since proper notice was not given.4  Specifically, the tribunal 

 found that the respondent’s email did not meet the notice requirements of VCLT 

 Art. 65 because: (1) it was phrased as a request to be told the “unofficial position” 

 of the addressees on respondent’s proposal to initiate a common procedure to 

 “harmonize” BITs, which was not a  notification that respondent regarded the BIT 

 as terminated; and (2) the email was  not followed up by respondent.5 

26. By contrast, Respondent’s notice to Cogitatia dated 29 June 2007, specifically 

 stated that it regards the CB-BIT as terminated through the adoption of Resolution 

 No. 1800 and provides the date in which the treaty was to be no longer effective, 

 June 30, 2008. 6  Although Cogitatia confirmed receipt of the termination 

 notification,7  Respondent has continuously followed up on its original notice by 

                                                        
2 Dorr, p1147 
3 Id. 
4 Eureko, ¶¶ 234-236 
5 Id. 
6 Annex No. 7.1 
7 Annex No. 7.2 
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 contacting Cogitatia’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs.8  Moreover, Respondent has 

 given Cogitatia years to protest the claim and has never received an official 

 response.9 Thus, because no objection was raised within the three-month period, 

 Respondent submits that it has met the procedural requirements to terminate the 

 CB-BIT under Art. 59. 

 

2. The BIT Was Terminated In Accordance With VCLT Art  59 

 

28. Under VCLT Art. 59, a treaty may be implicitly terminated if the parties to it 

 conclude a later treaty relating to the same subject matter and the provisions of the 

 later treaty are so far incompatible with those of the earlier one that the two treaties 

 are not capable of being applied at the same time. Respondent submits that these 

 conditions are present in this case. 

30. In the – so far few – investment arbitration cases on this issue, tribunals have 

 determined that intra-EU BITs are still valid, dismissing the argument that intra-

 EU BITS were implicitly terminated as a result of accession to the EC Treaty in 

 accordance with Article 59 of the VCLT.10   

31. Respondent submits that the tribunal should not follow this line of case law since 

 these cases were initiated prior to the amendment of the EC Treaty, which added 

 FDI to the EU's exclusive competence. 11   Further, as the tribunal in Eureko 

 confined its decision to the specific circumstances in that case, noting that it  

[did] not intend to decide any general principles for other cases, however ostensibly 

analogous to this case they might be...these arbitration proceedings were instituted 

in 2008 before the Lisbon Treaty came into force, amending the EU Treaty and the 

EC Treaty (now the TFEU).12 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
8 SUF, ¶ 25. 
9 Annex No. 7.2, SUF, ¶ 24, 31. 
10 Eureko, ¶ 233, Eastern Sugar, ¶ 128.  
11 Eureko, ¶ 217 
12 Id. 
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  i. The CB-BIT And EC Treaty Relate to The “Same Subject  

   Matter” 

32. The CB-BIT and EC Treaty cover the “same subject matter,” as both treaties 

concern the promotion of cross border investment and investment protection.  

Under VCLT Art. 59,  

 

nothing requires that the two treaties should be in all respects 

coextensive; but the later treaty must have more than a minor or 

incidental overlap with the earlier treaty.13 

 

33. Thus, for the purposes of Article 59, two treaties can be considered to relate to the 

 same subject matter if there is a substantive similarity between them.14  

34. In examining the ‘sameness’ element of VCLT Art. 59, tribunals have 

 concluded that the EC Treaty and intra-EU BITs do not cover the “same subject 

 matter,” despite both seeking to promote cross-border investment.15  The tribunals 

 found that BITs mainly concern the guarantee of specific protections for foreign 

 investments, whereas the EC Treaty is focused in the promotion of investments. 16  

 In particular, the Oostergetel tribunal noted  

as EU law stands, the EC Treaty does not exhaust the field of 

investment protection. That is especially so considering that the 

EU's role in the area of foreign investment has so far been very 

limited.”17   

 

35. However, as previously mentioned such conclusions were reached prior to the 

 conclusion of the Lisbon Treaty (TFEU), which amended the EC Treaty.18 

36. With the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty, the EU has gained exclusive 

 competence over FDI by virtue of its addition to the CCP.19  Because FDI  has not 

 been defined, the EU’s exclusive competence is considered to encompass  all the   

 provisions usually regulated in a BIT, including investment promotion and 

                                                        
13 Id., ¶ 242 
14 Reinisch, 39(2), 157-177. 
15 Eastern, ¶ 160 
16 Tietje; see also Oostergetel at ¶ 75; Eastern Sugar ¶ 160-161; 164. 
17 Oostergetel at ¶ 79 
18 TFEU Art. 207. 
19 TFEU Art. 207; Art. 3(1)(e). 
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 investment protection.20  Thus, the new EU competence on FDI is comprehensively 

 capable of offering guarantees provided by BITs, ranging from FET to dispute 

 settlement procedures to the rules on expropriation.21 As such, after Lisbon the EC 

 Treaty now covers the same subject matter as that under traditional intra-EU BITs  

 like the CB-BIT. 

37. Here, the CB–BIT provides for some specific guarantees for investments that EU 

 law affords, including guaranteed FET in the host country,  full protection and   

 security, a prohibition on expropriation and a dispute resolution procedures.22   

 Consequently, Respondent submits that the sameness element of VCLT Art. 59 is 

 satisfied since it can be established that the CB-BIT and the EC treaty have a largely 

 overlapping scope. 

  ii. The CB-BIT is Widely Incompatible with the EC Treaty 

  

38. With regard to VCLT Art. 59(1)(b), the CB-BIT and the EC Treaty are so far 

 incompatible that the two treaties are not capable of being applied at the same time. 

 In order to meet the incompatibly standard under Article 59(1)(b) it must be 

 impossible for the obligations arising out of the CB-BIT and the EC Treaty to be 

 fulfilled at the same time.23  Thus, Art 59(1)(b) requires the overall incompatibility 

 of two successive treaties, whereby “the earlier treaty must be superseded in its 

 entirety because the latter treaty leaves no room for the application of its regulatory 

 concept.”24  

39. Respondent submits that the requirements of Art. 59(1)(b) are satisfied here, as the 

 CB-BIT frustrates the ability of the EU to exercise its exclusive competence over 

 FDI. 

40. In amending the EC Treaty, the Treaty of Lisbon provided the EU with exclusive 

 competence over FDI by adding it to the CCP under Art. 207. According to Art. 

 206 TFEU the EU is to contribute to the policy objectives of the CPP, which 

 includes the harmonious development of world trade and the progressive abolition 

                                                        
20 Bungenberg, p. 343 ¶ 4. 
21 Corten, Vol. II, p. 1019 
22 Id. 
23 Id. 
24 Id. 
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 of restrictions on FDI.  As the scope of FDI is left undefined, it follows that the 

 exclusive competence of EU under Art. 207 is broad enough extend to the clauses 

 typically included in the BITs, which accord to foreign investors and their 

 investments a certain standard of treatment, such as  national treatment, most- 

 favored treatment or FET.   

41. Member States are not permitted to legislate in an area that would affect the 

 operation of the CCP, even if the Community has not yet taken any action in the 

 field.25 Thus, Respondent submits that all existing intra-EU BITs are incompatible 

 despite the fact that the EU has not fully exercised its competence in that area of 

 FDI yet.  Moreover, the existence of the CB-BIT has the potential to frustrate the 

 ability for the EU to harmonize the rules governing the establishment of foreign 

 investments inside the EU, as investors from different member states would be 

 treated  differently, depending on the terms of the particular BIT executed.26 

 

   iii. The CB-BIT was Terminated According to Its Terms 

42. The CB-BIT was terminated pursuant to its own terms in accordance with VCLT 

 Art. 54 (a). Under VCLT Art. 54(a), a treaty may be terminated pursuant to the 

 terms of the treaty. Article 13(1) of the CB-BIT provides a termination provision 

 that states, 

  

[t]his Agreement shall remain in force for a period of ten years. 

Thereafter, it shall remain in force until the expiration of a twelve 

month period from the date either Contracting Party notifies the 

other in writing of its intention to terminate the Agreement. 

  

43. Respondent submits that it has terminated the CB-BIT in conformity with the Art. 

 13 of the treaty.  Under Art. 13 the right to terminate the BIT could be exercised on 

 31 December 2008, as the treaty was entered into force on 31 December 1998 with 

 the signatures from the Ministers of Finance for both countries.   

While BIT parties are free to determine when to ratify and bring into 

force their treaties, such freedom must be viewed in light of the 

presumption that signed treaties are meant to enter into force.27 

  

44. Accordingly, the treaty was properly terminated under the CB-BIT. 

                                                        
25 Opinion 1/75. 
26 Meunier, p. 2; 15. 
27 UNCTAD Conf., p.5 
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  iv. The CB-BIT Was Terminated With the Consent of Cogitatia 

 

45. Should the tribunal find that the treaty was not terminated in accordance with CB-

 BIT Art. 13, Respondent submits that Cogitatia consented to the BITs termination. 

 Pursuant to VCLT Art. 54(b), a treaty may be terminated at any time with the 

 consent of all the parties.  VCLT Art. 65(2) provides that “where one party has 

 notified the other parties in writing of its intention to termination from a treaty and 

 none of them raises any objection within three months, the first party can carry out 

 its withdrawal.28  Thus, “the silence of the other parties is treated as consent.29” 

 46. Here, as previously mentioned, Respondent provided Cogitatia with written notice 

 of its intention to terminate the treaty on 29 June 2007.30  However, outside of 

 confirming receipt of the termination notification, Cogitatia never protested the 

 claim  or provided an official response. 31  This is in spite of Respondent 

 continuously following up on its original notice for years.32 Thus, since Cogitatia 

 failed to raise an objection to Respondent’s claim of termination within the three-

 month period, its silence constitutes its consent for termination of the CB-BIT. 

  

 B. The Tribunal Does Not Have Jurisdiction Ratione Materiae  

47. Respondent concedes that the Tribunal has ratione persone jurisdiction, as 

 Claimant qualifies as an investor under the CB-BIT. However, Claimant has not 

 made a qualified investment under the BIT, and therefore Respondent submits that 

 the tribunal does not have ratione materiae jurisdiction. There is currently no 

 universally accepted definition as to what constitutes an “investment.” Such 

 absence of a common definition gives tribunals a wide latitude in analyzing the 

 term. Particularly, tribunals may assess whether an investment actually exists by 

 aligning the term with the object and purpose of the investment instrument that 

                                                        
28 Dorr, pg. 958 
29 Id.  
30 Annex No. 7.1.  
31 Annex No. 7.2. 
32 SUF, ¶ 25. 
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 contains it.33  Respondent submits that the tribunal must consider the underlying 

 treaty, the definition of investment therein, and the types of assets  and rights  

 which it purports to protect.  

48. The underlying treaty in any investment dispute is lex specialis and as such, 

 tribunals must apply the express will of the parties contained in such treaties.34  In 

 the CB-BIT, there exists no clear language outlining a turnkey operation as a form 

 of investment. This demonstrates that it is unlikely the parties to the CB-BIT 

 intended to protect such operations. While Claimant may argue that the list of 

 ‘investments’ included in the CB-BIT is not exhaustive, this fact should not provide 

 unlimited jurisdiction for the Tribunal.35 

49. Further, following the customary rules of treaty interpretation outlined in the VCLT, 

 the Tribunal should only employ the “narrow” definition of “investment” set forth 

 in Article 1 of the CB-BIT in determining its jurisdiction.  In applying the narrow 

 definition of investment, the majority of Claimant’s investments relating to its 

 development of PPPs in Barancasia would not qualify as protected investments 

 under the CB-BIT.  

50. There are three generally accepted forms of FDI: Greenfield investments, 

 Brownfield investments and Acquisitions.36   A turnkey operation, such as that 

 operated by Claimant, does not fall into any of the three categories listed above.  

 Claimant simply created a business and then sold the entire operation to a willing 

 buyer, who is able to begin work without any preparation or preliminary 

 involvement.  In a Greenfield investment, a parent firm invests in a foreign country 

 by building its operations from scratch and then fully owning its subsidiary.37 It 

 involves the transfer of competences and value chain activities.38 Conversely, a 

 Brownfield investment involves the purchase or lease of existing production 

 facilities in order to launch a new production activity. Finally, in an acquisition, a 

                                                        
33 Petrobart, ¶ 69; See also, Carreau, p.403. 
34 Walde, pp. 373, 409-410. 
35 Tokios ¶¶, 28-30 and Abaclat, ¶ 91 
36 BLM (June 2013); see also Investopedia.  
37 Id. 
38 Id. 
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 company can quickly accrue ownership advantages and accrue quick market share 

 by acquiring a local company in the host country.39 As detailed in the record, 

 Claimant has purchased land and equipment, and has constructed facilities;40 all 

 with the express intention of selling the PPPs to buyers in a turnkey purchase.  This 

 form of ‘investment’ is meant to be neither long-term, nor does Claimant maintain 

 any control over the facility once it is sold. Thus, Respondent submits that in 

 narrowly construing the term investment as set out in the CB-BIT, this Tribunal has 

 no jurisdiction over Claimant’s commercial transactions. 

 

II. THE ASSERTED CLAIMS ARE INADMISSIBLE BEFORE THIS TRIBUNAL 

 

A. Claimant Failed To Comply With The Consultation And Negotiation 

 Prerequisite To Filing Arbitration 

51. The Tribunal should find that the asserted claims are inadmissible since Claimant 

 failed to comply with the consultation and negotiation prerequisite required under 

 Art. 8 of the CB-BIT.  Art. 8 of the BIT stipulates that arbitration may only be 

 initiated after a six-month waiting period has elapsed from  the date in which 

 written notice of the dispute was provided.  During this six-month  waiting period, 

 the parties to the dispute are to make a good faith effort to negotiate a settlement.41  

 Claimant has not fulfilled this obligation.  

52. Tribunals have found that dispute resolution clauses that require parties to seek to 

 resolve their dispute through consultation and negotiation are a mandatory 

 prerequisite to filing for arbitration.42 Moreover, scholarly works have 

 consistently established that the main intention of such clauses is to incentivize 

 the parties to come together and try to negotiate an agreement that prevents the 

 initiation of an arbitral proceeding.43 

53. Respondent submits that Claimant has not fulfilled this requirement since it 

 did not seek to resolve the dispute in good faith, as demonstrated by 

                                                        
39 Id. 
40 SUF, ¶ 36. 
41 CB BIT, Art. 13. 
42 Tulip, ¶29. 
43 Schreur, pp. 231-232. 
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 Claimant’s notice, which stipulated that it would pursue legal remedies if it 

 was not satisfied with the negotiation.  Thus, Claimant failed to come to the table 

 in good faith to negotiate a settlement of its dispute.   

54. Accordingly, Claimant would not meet this requirement. 

  

 B. Claimant Failed To Comply With The Six Month Cooling Off Period

 Specified In The BIT 

55. Claimant failed to comply with the six month cooling off period as specified in the 

 Art. 8 of the CB-BIT. According to Art. 8 of the CB-BIT arbitration may only be 

 initiated after a six-month waiting period elapsed from the date in which written 

 notice of the dispute was provided.  

56. Claimant has not satisfied this requirement.   Claimant provided written notice of 

 the dispute to Barancasia’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of 

 Economics, and Energy Authority on 20 April 2014,44 and  initiated arbitration 

 proceedings 2 November 2014, more than 18 days premature. 

57. Furthermore, Respondent submits that this is a jurisdictional requirement, as it 

 would be an overly literal interpretation of the language of the provision.45  This 

 is a point echoed in Western, which rejected a claimant’s argument that the 

 language “cannot be settled within six month” should be read as simply requiring 

 that parties wait for six months after the dispute began before proceeding to the 

 next step in the dispute settlement process.46  

58. Rather, it concluded that a natural reading of the language obligated the parties to 

 make their best efforts to amicably settle their dispute, and that they were required 

 to do so for six months before proceeding to the next step.47 

59. Similarly, the tribunal in Murphy declined jurisdiction over an investment  treaty 

 dispute because the claimant failed to observe the cooling before commencing 

 arbitration designed to afford parties an opportunity to resolve their disputes 

 amicably.48 The Tribunal established that the cooling-off period is 

                                                        
44 RFA, p.2. 
45 Id. 
46 Id. 
47 Western, passim. 
48 Id. 
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 “something much more serious” than a “mere formality”: it is “an essential 

 mechanism enshrined in many bilateral investment treaties, which compels parties 

 to make a genuine effort to engage in good faith negotiations before resorting to 

 arbitration.”  

60. Although Claimant submits that the waiting period is procedural in nature, it 

 overlooks the fact that it has been done on the on the basis of the peculiar factual 

 circumstances of in those cases. 49  For instance, in each and every case, the 

 tribunals stressed that the prescribed waiting periods had, in any event, passed in 

 the interim.50  

61. Therefore, the tribunal should find that the waiting period is a jurisdictional 

 requirement that must be met. 

  

 C. Claimant Should Not Be Excused From This Requirement By Reason 

 of Futility. 

62. Finally, Claimant should not be excused from the six-month waiting period 

 by reason of futility. Scholars have unanimously sustained that consultations and 

 negotiations between parties are to be developed seriously and in  good faith.51 

63. Tribunals that have waived the waiting period requirement have done so in cases 

 in which Claimant has tried multiple times to negotiate.52  For instance, the 

 tribunal in Ronald S. Lauder waived the waiting period because the respondent 

 had failed to accept the claimant’s invitation to enter into negotiation and failed to 

 respond to the claimant’s original notice of dispute.53 The Bayinder tribunal noted 

 that the government had sufficient notice of the dispute and numerous 

 opportunities to engage in negotiation, yet failed to do so.54 Here, Claimant only 

 approached Respondent once and did so solely in order to satisfy  the Claimant’s 

 needs rather than attempting to resolve the dispute collaboratively  as is required 

 by ICSID precedent. 

                                                        
49 Murphy Exploration and Production Co., passim 
50 Id. 
51 Id. 
52 Murphy Exploration and Production Co., passim 
53 Lauder, ¶¶187-91. 
54 Bayinder Insaat Turizm Ticaret Ve Sanayi A.S., ¶¶ 97–102. 
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PART TWO: MERITS 

 

III. RESPONDENT HAS NOT VIOLATED THE PROVISIONS OF THE CB-

BIT 

64. The standards of protection in an international agreement are typically considered 

 to be of a higher and more reliable nature than those provided under domestic law 

 alone. Barancasia disputes the applicability of the FET standard based on the 

 ineffectiveness of the BIT as set forth in Section 1. Respondent will proceed with 

 its merit analysis in this Section, assuming arguendo that the Tribunal concludes 

 the BIT is still effective.  

65. Respondent submits that it has not violated the FET standard because it: afforded 

 FET to Claimant under the BIT (A); provided the proper legal protections to 

 Claimant (B); acted in a non-discriminatory and non-arbitrary manner in amending 

 its legislation (C); did not frustrate Claimant’s legitimate expectations (D); and 

 exhibited a non-compensable use of its State power in amending its legislation (E). 

 

 A. Respondent Has Afforded FET To Claimant Under The BIT 

1. FET Standard 

66. In evaluating a FET standard violation, a tribunal must examine the facts and 

 circumstances on a case-by-case basis 55  to balance the investor’s expectations 

 against the need for governmental action in times of crisis. 56  FET “requires a 

 balanced interpretation, which does not exaggerate protection granted to 

 investors.” 57  Importantly the FET standard is not a catch-all provision to 

 compensate an investor in the case of any economic loss.58 

67. No one element is dispositive, though some have consistently been given more 

 weight by Tribunals59; specifically, (1) legal stability and legitimate expectations;60  

                                                        
55 T Voon p. 10; see also Yannaca-Small, p. 118. 
56 EDF International, ¶ 1005. 
57 Saluka, ¶ 300. 
58 Vandevelde, p.49. 
59 Yannaca-Small, p. 118. 
60 Id. at p. 122-123; see, Sempra, ¶ 300. 
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 (2) due process;61 (3) freedom from coercion;62 and compliance with contractual 

 obligations.63 Further, there have been a significant number of decisions issued by 

 Tribunals that held the FET standard should not be used as an absolute guarantee 

 because “not every business problem experienced by a foreign investor is a denial 

 of [FET]”.64 The FET standard has not been breached simply because a foreign 

 investor does not make a profit. 65  Here, Respondent has acted reasonably in 

 exercising its State powers and has not violated any of the elements of FET. 

2. The Preamble  

68. Under CIL, treaty interpretation is based on the text of an agreement, its context, 

 object and purpose, and good faith.66  

69. Due to the ambiguous nature of the term ‘FET’, tribunals often look to the  object 

 and purpose of the treaty to determine FET obligations.67 This object and purpose 

 can be discerned from the title and preamble.68  

70. Respondent echoes the argument from the Saluka tribunal that an interpretation of 

 the Preamble which exaggerates the protection meant to be accorded to foreign 

 investors such as Claimant, may serve to dissuade host States from admitting 

 foreign investment. 69  Such a result would undermine the overarching aim of 

 promoting foreign investment and foster a crippling fear of overprotection by the 

 host state.70 Therefore, Respondent submits that this Tribunal narrowly construe 

 the object and purpose of the Preamble. Thus, Respondent is able to 

 demonstrate that Barancasia met its FET obligations by creating and 

 maintain favorable conditions for foreign investors in Barancasia, and also by 

 providing ample protection of foreign investments. 

3.  The Plain Meaning Approach versus the International Minimum  

     Standard 

                                                        
61 Iberdrola, ¶443-444; Yannaca-Small, p.118. 
62 Dolzer, p. 147. 
63 SGS, ¶ 146; see also, Bureau Veritas, ¶ 269-277. 
64 Karpa, note 62. 
65 Lauder, ¶ 291. 
66 Gatthi, p. 292 
67 Paparinskis, p. 112. 
68 Saluka, ¶ 299. 
69 Saluka, ¶ 300. 
70 Id.  
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71. At least two different approaches have been advanced to determine the precise 

 meaning of the term “FET” in investment relations: (1) the plain meaning approach; 

 and (2) the international minimum standard. 

   i. The Plain Meaning Approach 

72. Under the plain meaning approach, the term FET should be read with its plain 

 meaning in mind. Thus, when a foreign investor has an assurance of FET, a 

 straightforward assessment by the tribunal must be made as to whether the action 

 of the host country is “fair” and “equitable”.71  

73. Currently, there exists no established body of law or legal precedent that clearly 

 defines the term FET.72 As such, the ambiguity that surrounds this term allows 

 Tribunals to subjectively determine whether a foreign investor has been treated 

 fairly or equitably without any reference to a technical understanding of the 

 meaning of FET.73 Moreover, the term is open to conflicting interpretation by either 

 party to a BIT. Accordingly,  Respondent submits that the Tribunal must not to 

 apply this subjective approach, but instead adopt the International Minimum 

 Standard (IMS) detailed below. 

ii. The International Minimum Standard 

74. Under the IMS, which is linked to CIL, foreign investors are entitled to a certain 

 level of treatment, and any treatment that falls short of this level gives rise to 

 liability on the part of the State.74 Respondent submits that reference to the FET 

 standard in the parties’ BIT incorporates, by  reference, an established body of case 

 law on  the IMS: 

States would fail to meet the minimum standard, and, by this 

reasoning, the [FET] standard, if their acts amounted to bad faith, 

willful[sic] neglect, clear instances of unreasonableness or lack of 

due diligence.75 

                                                        
71 UNCTAD, p.10. 
72 Id. 
73 A.A. Fatourous, p. 215. 
74 UNCTAD, p. 12.  
75 Pope, n. 105. 
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75. Here, there is no evidence that Respondent’s acts reached the level  of bad faith, 

 willful neglect, unreasonableness, or lacked due diligence.   Respondent’s legally 

 permissible amendments to its domestic laws were not adopted in order to attack 

 foreign investments. Rather, the amendments were adopted to prevent an 

 impending economic crisis and support the influx of RE providers. Based on this 

 rationale, Respondent has met the IMS.  

 

B. Barancasia Has Provided Proper Legal Protections For Investors 

Under The BIT 

76. Since FET is not defined in the BIT, the precise meaning should be determined on 

 a case-by-case basis, considering the totality of the circumstances,  the wording of 

 the BIT, and several other factors outlined by various Tribunals.76  Namely, the  

 tribunal looks to the host state’s (1) stability of legal framework; (2) due process 

 afforded to the foreign investor; (3) transparency in the legal procedure; and (4) 

 evidence of any harassment, coercion, abuse of power or other bad faith on 

 the part of the contracting state. 

   1.  Respondent Has Not Denied Investors Due Process 

77. While international investment law prohibits host states from denying justice to  

 investors, this does not equate to a limitless right of access to courts or legislative 

 bodies. Limitations are acceptable as long as they are reasonable and do not impair 

 the essence of the right to due process; specifically the right to access the state’s 

 judicial or governmental branches. 77  In this case, the ‘essence of the right’ is 

 Claimant’s ability to run its facilities, generate solar energy, and derive revenues 

 from its operations.  The uncontested facts support Respondent’s assertion that 

 neither Claimant’s due process rights, nor the essence of those rights, have been 

 impaired. Claimant continues to operate more than a dozen facilities, with several 

 other sites under construction. While Claimant may not receive the windfall in 

 profits that it once did under the LRE, it is still able to conduct business and 

 generate solar energy. Further, there is no evidence on the record showing that 

                                                        
76 See Lemire, passim. 
77 Paulsson, p. 138. 
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 Claimant made any attempts to exercise its due process rights by approaching the 

 domestic courts, BEA, or Parliament to complain about the tariff change.  

    

   2.  There is No Absence of Transparency in the Legal Procedure or  

     Actions of Barancasia 

78. Transparency is as an element of the FET standard, which obligates the State to act 

 in a consistent manner, free from ambiguity and transparently in its relations with 

 the foreign investor. Transparency ensures the foreign investor will know 

 beforehand any and all rules and regulations that will govern its investments, as 

 well as the goals of the relevant policies and administrative practices, to be able to 

 plan its investment and comply with regulations.78  

79. The overwhelming popularity of the RE subsidies led to a solar boom with over 

 7000 solar energy providers applying for licenses in 2011. 79  Realizing the 

 unsustainability of the LRE, Respondent held meetings with stakeholders to 

 address the issue.80 Subsequently, the BP amended the LRE and communicated this 

 modification to all foreign and domestic RE operators.  The process involved a law 

 duly passed through the Legislature and voted on by BP, which satisfies 

 Respondent’s transparency requirements. Such conduct is well within the country’s 

 sovereign right to legislate for the public and economic good. Claimant also has not 

 produced evidence demonstrating it lacked transparency in the legislative processes 

 to which it was privy.  

80. Further, Respondent refers the Tribunal to the Waste Management decision, which 

 heavily criticized the Tecmed tribunal for writing a stabilization clause into the FET 

 standard. 

3.  Respondent Has Not Engaged in Inappropriate Conduct 

81. Abusive conduct includes harassment, coercion, threats, or abuse of power.81 The 

 Saluka tribunal held that FET requires the host State to grant the investor freedom 

 from coercion or harassment by its own regulatory authorities. 82  Here, there 

                                                        
78 Tecmed, ¶154. 
79 SUF, ¶ 26. 
80 SUF, ¶ 34. 
81 UNCTAD Vol. II, p. 82. 
82 Saluka, ¶ 308. 
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 exists no evidence that Claimant was faced any of the elements typically 

 associated with abusive conduct; such as unwarranted or improper pressure, abuse 

 of power, persecution, threats, intimidation, or the use of force. 83  Respondent 

 submits that Barancasia’s LRE amendment in no way rises to the level of abusive 

 conduct. The amendment was a sovereign decision by Respondent’s legislative 

 body. Further, Claimant continues to operate its facilities and has not indicated any 

 desire to remove its operations from  Barancasia. 

82. International law requires that Claimant establish sufficient proof of harm resulting 

 from unfair and inequitable treatment.84 Here, the LRE amendment caused no harm 

 to Claimant. Claimant is still able to make a profit; it is simply no longer able to 

 obtain windfall profits as it did under the original LRE. Further, Respondent 

 submits that failure to amend the law would have led to an economic crisis. 

 Consequently, Respondent has not engaged in abusive conduct in relation with 

 Claimant. 

 

 C. Respondent Has Acted In A Non-Discriminatory And Non-Arbitrary  

  Manner  

83. The FET standard protects investors against arbitrary or discriminatory conduct by 

 a host state.85 In its plain meaning, ‘arbitrary’ means derived from mere opinion;   

 despotic.86 An arbitrary act by a host State involves a decision that  harms the  

 investor without serving any rational, or legitimate purpose and is based on 

 prejudice or bias. 87  Given this definition, Respondent relies on the LG&E 

 tribunal’s holding that “[e]ven though the measures adopted...may not have been 

 the best, they were not taken lightly, without due consideration”.88 Respondent’s 

 amendment to the LRE was adopted after  lengthy hearings. The change to the 

 LRE was passed in response to the unsustainable solar boom that threatened the 

                                                        
83 Coleman, ¶ 13. 
84 Tudor, p. 138. 
85 UNCTAD Vol. II, p. 1. 
86 Essential Dictionary, No. 2326. 
87 UNCTAD Vol. II, p. 78. 
88 LG&E, ¶162. 
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 Barancasian economy. Moreover, the amendment and tariff rate reduction affected 

 foreign and domestic solar power producers equally. 

 

 D. Respondent Has Not Frustrated Claimant’s Legitimate Expectations 

84. Tribunals have held that legitimate expectations should be protected when there is 

 a reasonable reliance upon them. 89  In Saluka, the tribunal held that the FET 

 standard involves balancing the investor’s legitimate and reasonable expectations 

 with the host state’s legitimate regulatory interests. 90  Accordingly, it is not 

 reasonable to expect circumstances “prevailing at the time the investment is made 

 [to] remain totally unchanged”; nor can the investor ignore the host state’s right to 

 regulate domestic matters in the face of a potential crisis.91 

  1.  Respondent Offers a Stable and Predictable Legal Framework 

85. The FET standard requires States to “maintain a stable and predictable investment 

 environment consistent with reasonable investor expectations.”92 In PSEG  the 

 tribunal found that Turkey failed to provide an investor with a stable business 

 environment since the country changed its laws continuously, creating a ‘roller 

 coaster’ effect for the investor and undermining the  predictability of the legal 

 regime.93 Here, Barancasia engaged in a legally acceptable legislative process, 

 whereby it amended one section of one law. Such action hardly rises to the level of 

 unpredictability or instability. 

86. Importantly, tribunals have held that investors have a duty to perform due diligence, 

 and cannot rely solely on representations and assurances made by the host State.94 

 Further, investors should have a general awareness of the regulatory environment 

 in which it operates.95  Here, there is no evidence to demonstrate that Claimant had 

                                                        
89 Id. 
90 UNCTAD Vol. II, p. 73. 
91 Id. 
92 Reed, p. 48. 
93 PSEG, ¶¶ 252-253. 
94 UNCTAD Vol. II, p. 70. 
95 Methanex , ¶¶ 9–10. 
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 any experience with Respondent’s regulatory or political environment, or invested 

 significant time performing due diligence prior to investing. 

87. Additionally, Respondent never made assurances that it would not amend the LRE, 

 nor does the country’s legislation prevent such modification of laws by the 

 Parliament. RE is a dynamic industry. With continuing innovations arises the need 

 to adapt to changing needs and resources.  Respondent, exercising  its sovereign 

 right to pass domestic legislation, amended a law regulating aspects of the sector.  

 Claimant may argue that there was a 12-year contract in place and  that it had a 

 legitimate expectation to have the contract performed by the State.  Tribunals have 

 rejected this argument, distinguishing legitimate expectations under international 

 law from contractual rights.96 For instance, the Hamester tribunal held that  

“...it is  not sufficient for a claimant to invoke contractual rights that 

have allegedly been infringed to sustain a claim for a violation of 

the FET standard.”97 

88. Finally, the existence of the BEA demonstrates Barancasia’s commitment to ensure 

 that the RE sector is properly regulated, indicating Respondent has  provided a  

 stable and predictable legal framework. 

  2. Legitimate Expectations Are Based On Legal And Economic  

   Conditions Prevailing At The Time Of The Investment 

89. Tribunals have held that a foreign investor should  reasonably expect that 

legislation may change.98  For example, the Methanex tribunal held that an investor is 

expected to anticipate regulatory change in areas where high levels of regulation can be 

foreseen, unless the host country has  provided the investor with assurances that no 

regulatory changes will take place.99  Here, Claimant had no reasonable, legitimate 

expectation that the laws governing  RE would remain unchanged in perpetuity since 

Barancasia  did not make such a promise. Further, because there is no Barancasian law 

prohibiting the modification of legislation, Respondent submits that Claimant could not 

reasonably have a legitimate expectation that the Barancasian Government would not use 

                                                        
96 UNCTAD Vol. II, p. 70. 
97 Hamester, ¶ 337. 
98 UNCTAD Vol. II, p. 70. 
99 Methanex, ¶¶ 9-10; see also Parkerings, ¶¶ 334-338. 
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its powers of sovereignty to protect the country’s public and economic well-being.  As 

articulated by the tribunal in Parkerings, 

[i]t is each State’s undeniable right and privilege to exercise its 

sovereign legislative power. A State has the right to enact, modify 

or cancel a law at its own discretion....there is nothing objectionable 

about the amendment brought to the regulatory framework existing 

at the time an investor made its investment...[and] any...investor 

knows that laws will evolve over time.100 

90. Finally, Claimant could not have reasonably expected that the RE  technology, its 

 operators, and the industry would remain static, since the industry  is new and  

 dynamic.  

91. Under CIL, while the stability of the legal framework is ideal, this standard is not 

 absolute. The state retains its regulatory power to adapt to changing circumstances, 

 especially in a case of crisis. 101  With the threat of a strike by Barancasian 

 teachers and the economic strain of the subsidies, a crisis indeed existed. 

 Respondent’s solution was balanced and proportional in the context of the crisis, 

 which was milder than eliminating the LRE.  

92. Finally, domestic legislation does not have the ability to create legitimate 

 expectations on behalf of the foreign investor if such legislation is not explicitly 

 aimed at the foreign investor. 102  The LRE pertained to domestic and foreign 

 operators, as did the amendment and reduction in the tariff. Nothing in the language 

 of the law evidences a specific intention to tailor RE initiatives to foreign 

 investors. 

 E. Respondent’s Amendment of The LRE Is A Non- Compensable Use Of 

  Its State Power 

93. Claimant may argue that Respondent’s LRE amendment and subsequent tariff 

 change amount to expropriation. Expropriation is a governmental taking of 

 property for which compensation is required.  Here, there has been no such taking 

 of property, as Claimant has possession over its PPPs and continues to operate them 

 under the amended LRE. 

                                                        
100 Parkerings ¶ 332. 
101 Impregilo  ¶¶ 290-291; Enron, ¶¶ 260-61. 
102 Cont’l Casualty, ¶ 261. 
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94. CIL has recognized States’ authority to expropriate foreign investments, so long as 

 said expropriation: (1) is for a public purpose; (2) is non-discriminatory; (3) 

 complies with due process principles; and (4) provides the investor with prompt, 

 adequate, and effective compensation.103  Expropriation claims can fall into two 

 categories: direct and indirect. Indirect expropriation consists of  

all situations where the State, by means of administrative or 

legislative procedures, provokes a unilateral change in contract 

conditions with the effect that the investor is unable to recover the 

expected profits of business under the original contractual 

framework.104  

95. Indirect expropriation deprives the investor of the use and benefits of its assets and 

 amounts to a violation of FET. Respondent submits that its  actions constitute a 

 non-compensable use of State power; and there is a substantial amount of 

 international case law, conventions, and scholarly works that support 

 Respondent’s sovereign right to regulate its political and social processes.  

 Particularly, Art. 3 OECD DCPFP supports 

the sovereign right of a State, under international law, to deprive 

owners, including aliens, of property which is within its territory in 

the pursuit of its political, social or economic ends. To deny such a 

right would be attempt to interfere with its powers to regulate – by 

virtue of its independence and autonomy... – its political and social 

existence.105 

96. Further, it is well settled in CIL that states do not owe compensation for loss of 

 property or other economic disadvantages resulting from genuine taxation, 

 regulations. This was evidenced in Saluka, where the tribunal found that the Czech 

 Republic acted within its police powers by promoting financial stability within the 

 Czech Republic through regulation.106  Claimant may argue that a reduction in 

 profits amounts to a taking, but Tribunals have overwhelmingly held that such a 

 loss does not rise to the level of ‘substantial deprivation’of property.  Additionally, 

                                                        
103 NAFTA, Art. 1110. 
104 Abdala, pp. 454-59; See also, L. Shore, pp. 290 -97. 
105 OECD Working Papers on Int’l Inv.  
106 Bjorklund, p. 219. 
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 Claimant continues to operate all of its facilities, indicating that there has been no 

 indirect taking.   

IV. THE TRIBUNAL SHOULD DENY CLAIMANT’S REQUEST FOR  

 SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE 

 

97. Even if Barancasia has violated the BIT, it has a valid defense as it is acting to meet 

 its economic objectives.  The Treaty is the first source (lex specialis) the Tribunal 

 must refer to as the claims and defenses submitted by the Parties in this proceeding 

 derive from the BIT. 107  Article 11 of the CB-BIT states, “[n]othing in this 

 Agreement shall be construed to prevent either Contracting Party from taking 

 measures to fulfill its obligations with respect to the maintenance of international 

 peace and security.”108 

98. The CB-BIT provides an autonomous standard, which contains its own concepts of 

 “necessity” or “essential security interests.” This standard is autonomous and not 

 self-judging as it does not meet the elements associated with self-judging. Self-

 judging requires: 1) the clauses grant a state discretion to unilaterally opt out from 

 an international obligation, justifications for breaches, circumstances precluding 

 wrongfulness, and full derogations from treaty regimes; and 2) the evaluation of 

 whether the elements for such an opt-out are given is not established fully 

 objectively from an external point of view, but primarily from the point of view of 

 the state concerned.109  

99. Here, the essential security clause in Art. 11 of the CB-BIT is a non self-judging 

 clause. Accordingly, an objective view must be adopted in assessing the use of 

 essential security to alter the LRE.  To apply an objective analysis of Article 11, 

 the object and purpose of the treaty must be examined. Article 31 of the VCLT 

 states,  “[a] treaty shall be interpreted with the terms of the treaty in its context and 

 in the light of its object and purpose.” 110  

                                                        
107 LG&E , ¶ 206. 
108 Article 11 BIT.  
109 Schill. 
110 VCLT, Art. 31.  
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100.     A similar approach was taken by the tribunal in Saluka. 111 The Saluka tribunal held 

 that in order to avoid bad conduct from the Czech Republic, an autonomous treaty 

 standard may be applied as it allowed the Czech Republic to avoid conduct that 

 would provide disincentives  to foreign investors. 112  Saluka argued that it was 

 deprived of its investment contrary to an article within the treaty.113 The tribunal 

 decided to apply an autonomous standard towards the object and purpose of an 

 article within the BIT.114    

101. Similarly, the CB-BIT should be interpreted based upon the object and purpose of 

 the treaty which would allow Barancasia to take the necessary steps to preserve the 

 peace and security of the country. The CB-BIT’s object and purpose provides an 

 expansive view of what kind of economic crises constitutes essential security under 

 Article 11,  which excuses Barancasia’s behavior.  If a breach of a treaty obligation 

 occurs and the treaty exception within Article 11 does not save that breach, only 

 then can the adjudicator analyze whether under CIL the host State can be exempt 

 of international responsibility. 115 

 A. Respondent’s International Peace And Security Was Threatened 

102. Respondent took the necessary measures to fulfill its obligations with respect to 

 international peace and security within the country by amending the LRE. 

 Respondent experienced a solar bubble in the energy field as well as domestic 

 unrest, which threatened the security of the Union.116 A domestic economic crisis 

 can affect international peace and security as has been demonstrated in the case of 

 Greece, another EU member. In the aftermath of an  economic meltdown in 

 Greece, the EU experienced its own economic downfall.117 Greece’s economic 

 crisis resulted in several countries becoming subjected to financial sector 

                                                        
111 Saluka, ¶ 299. 
112 Id. 
113 Id. 
114 Id. 
115 Thjoernelund, p. 425. 
116 SUF, ¶ 28.  
117 Dempsey.  
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 vulnerabilities, 118  creating security issues within the European Union. 119  The 

 unemployment tensions of European youth have led to a lack of peace and 

 security within the region. As a member of the EU, along with Cogitatia, 

 Barancasia’s economic crisis could have led to similar circumstances. To prevent 

 such instability, Respondent amended its unsustainable tariff rates, thereby 

 benefiting the security and peace of the Union.  

  1. Essential Security  

103. Both concepts of “measures to fulfill its obligations” and “its own essential security 

 interests” reflect the intention of the Contracting Parties to a BIT to grant deference 

 to the State when invoking this exception. The treaty standard in Article 11 of the 

 CB-BIT satisfies its obligations with respect to the maintenance of international 

 peace or security, which must be examined on a case-by-case basis. 120 

 Respondent’s situation is comparable to Argentina’s financial crisis which caused 

 political and social instability.121 States should be able to exercise their sovereignty 

 in the interest of their population free from threats to their security, and in order to 

 maintain peaceful domestic order. 122  

104. Economic and financial stability are necessary to fulfill obligations towards citizens 

 and foreigners.123 Without the tariff alteration in the LRE amendment, Barancasia 

 possibly could have defaulted, and exceeded its EU-mandated borrowing limits, 

 creating higher shares than public financial allocations to its educational system. 

 The threat of international peace and security being affected dwells from educators 

 of Barancasia disrupting the peace and security by organizing national strikes 

 against the country.124 

                                                        
118 Id. 
119 Id. 
120 Int’l Investment Perspectives. ¶ 1.3.  
121 Moon, p. 481. 
122 Cont’l Casualty Company, ¶ 175. 
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105. Though Barancasia’s riots did not result in any fatalities as  in Argentina, the 

 financial instability of the country contributed to the upsurge in national strikes.125 

 This creates political instability, and ultimately affects national security. These 

 actions further the essential security interest necessary to ensure obligations 

 towards Barancasia’s economic objectives.  

  2. Necessity  

106. As a means of necessity, Barancasia implemented its own initiatives to prevent an 

 economic crisis. Necessity, codified by Article 25 of the DASR, is a circumstance 

 that precludes the wrongfulness of an otherwise internationally wrongful act. 

 Article 25 is an excuse which is only relevant once it has been decided that there 

 has otherwise been a breach of those substantive obligations. 126  

107. Requirements for a state of necessity include: it being the only way to safeguard an 

 essential interest; the conduct of the State not seriously impairing an essential 

 interest; the obligation not excluding the possibility of invoking necessity; and the 

 state not contributing to the necessity.127  

108. Respondent adopted a “necessary measure” when it amended the LRE. Amending 

 the LRE, safeguarded Respondent’s essential interest. The ILC stated that the 

 “essential state interest” that would  allow the state to breach its obligation must 

 be a vital interest, such as  

political or economic survival, the continued functioning of its 

essential services, the maintenance of international peace, the 

survival of a sector of its population, the preservation of the 

environment of its territory or a part thereof, etc.128  

109. Further, Art. 25 (1) of the DASR defines necessity as  

the condition where an otherwise unlawful act is performed because 

such act, (a) is the only way for the State to safeguard an essential 

interest against a grave and imminent peril; and (b) does not 

seriously impair an essential interest of the State or States towards 

                                                        
125 Id. 
126 CMS, ¶ 129.  
127 Thjoernelund, p. 433-34. 
128 Documents of the 32d Session, p. 14  
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which the obligation exists, or of the international community as a 

whole.129  

110. In the Company General of the Orinoco case, when the Mixed Claims Commission 

 found  that annulment of concessions was the only way to prevent the risk of war, 

 it fulfilled the element of necessity as the only way for its State to safeguard an 

 essential interest against a grave and imminent peril.130 Barancasia was unable to 

 borrow the necessary amounts to maintain the existing RE  support system and  

 subsidies because that would require it to exceed its EU-mandated borrowing limits 

 for the relevant years. Hence, it employed the only necessary step for economic 

 survival – amending the LRE.131  

111. As stated above, Barancasia’s amendment of the LRE was the only means for it to 

 safeguard an essential interest against a grave and imminent peril. Canada stressed 

 urgency in the Fisheries Jurisdiction case132 when it declared that the stock of the 

 Grand Bank was threatened by extinction. Therefore, it asserted the right to take 

 action to prevent further destruction of those stocks and to allow for rebuilding.133 

 This case serves as a modern case relative to asserting grave and imminent peril.134 

 Barancasia’s actions are no different than the Fisheries case when it amended the 

 LRE to prevent future harm. 135  In Gabcikovo, the ICJ stated “that the mere 

 apprehension of peril would not suffice; danger must not be merely contingent.” 136 

 However, by definition, the peril would not have been realized in cases of necessity; 

 some measure of uncertainty about future events does not necessarily disqualify a 

 State from invoking necessity. 137  It is required that the invoking State establish, 

 based on the evidence available at the time, that the threat will at some point 

 inevitably be realized. 138  Though the results of the outrage of teachers had not 

                                                        
129 Id. 
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131 Compromis, 30.  
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 been realized, the future allocations of the budget being diverted from education in 

 order to fund the solar panel program, is sufficient to not disqualify Barancasia from 

 invoking necessity.139  

112. In the Construction of a Wall case, it was asserted that certain violations of Israel’s 

 international obligations were violations erga omnes. 140 Its use of violations of 

 Israel’s international obligations led it to seriously impairing an essential interest 

 of Palestine.141 Varying from the case above, Barancasia’s actions do not seriously 

 impair an essential interest to either state. Barancasia has not contributed to the 

 situation of necessity because it acted in the best interest of the country. Thus, 

 because Barancasia’s actions were absolutely necessary to face the impending 

 financial crisis, necessity can be used as a relevant defense. 142 

   

 B. Respondent Has A Valid Defense For Violating The CB-BIT 

113. EU obligations include, but are not limited to, equal access to employment, equality 

 before the law, and meeting energy renewal objectives. 143 These obligations are 

 also noted as the obligation to sustainable growth and obligations to provide social 

 services, such as education.  

   

  1. Respondent Adhered To its EU Obligation to provide Equal Access 

   To Employment And Education 

 

114. EU obligations to promote sustainable development would not have been fulfilled 

 unless Barancasia amended the LRE. Sustainable development is, “development 

 that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future 

 generations to meet their own needs.”144 It focuses on ways of meeting peoples’ 

 social and economic needs within natural resource limits. 145 Its obligations entail 

 inclusive social development, inclusive economic development, environmental 

                                                        
139 Procedural Order 3, ¶ 1.  
140 Wall case, ¶ 88. 
141 Id. 
142 LG&E, ¶ 251; CMS, ¶ 319.  
143 Charter of Rights, Art. 16, p. 364/12. 
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 sustainability; and underpinning all of these  is, the rule of law. 146  These 

 obligations are affected here because each of these  dimensions has a specific 

 influence and major impact on children. 147 In June  2012, outraged teachers of 

 Barancasia organized national strikes demanding an increase of salaries and 

 educational funding. To continue its mission of sustainable development, the 

 education of Barancasian children, and the contentment of teachers, Barancasia’s 

 actions were necessary. Therefore, the amending of the LRE was required to adhere 

 to EU obligations, relative to continued sustainable development.  

 

  2. Respondent Adhered To Its EU Obligations to Provide Equality  

   Before The Law 

   

115. Equality under the law is demonstrated in Electrabel, which addresses the 

 regulation of power generation in Hungary. 148  Hungary sought to make 

 changes to a long-term contract.149 Its defense was that it had to make the changes 

 required under EU law.150 Similarly, Barancasia is obligated to fulfill its obligations 

 under the EU. As the Commission held in the Hungary case, not making the 

 changes was illegal under EU law. 151  It is unfair for Barancasia to engage in 

 activity such as arbitration, when other countries hereafter will be required to go 

 before the ECJ. There was no discrimination here and all power providers of the 

 country whether domestic or local had their tariffs adjusted as Barancasia dealt with 

 a solar boom.  

  3. Respondent Adhered To the EU’s Sustainable Growth And Energy 

   enewal Objectives 

 

116. In May 2010, Barancasia adopted the LRE, aimed mainly at encouraging the 

 development of RE technology. 
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117. As stated above, one of the key EU obligations relative to sustainable development 

 is environmental sustainability. 152 The language of the LRE seeks to meet the 

 obligations of the EU towards reaching sustainable development in ensuring the 

 use of RE sources, and further development of innovative technology.153 During 

 the Gothenburg Summit, that EU leaders launched the first sustainable 

 development strategy highlighting the need for policy-making that  ensures the  

 EU’s economic, social, and environmental policies mutually enforce each 

 other. 154  These efforts led to diversifying energy production and sustainable 

 development in the EU.  

118. Shortly after the implementation of the LRE, Barancasia noticed that the tariffs 

 associated with it needed to be amended. The solar bubble boom destroyed the 

 process of diversifying the energy sources to maximize the need for variety in 

 energy production. The continuance of the tariff rate that threatened the higher 

 share for public financial allocations to Barancasia’s educational system violated 

 the object and purpose of the LRE.  Respondent met its energy objectives by 

 removing a tariff because it was an unsustainable use of state funds and if the tariff 

 were to be paid at the original rate, the country's other alternative energy sources 

 could fail. The EU obligations as well as the object and purpose of the LRE 

 encouraged Barancasia to alter its tariff calculations. Barancasia’s actions regarding 

 its EU obligations justify an  amendment of the LRE, because the goal of its 

 implementation was to achieve sustainable growth and renew the energy objectives 

 of the EU.  

119. Equal access to employment, equality before the law, and meeting energy renewal 

 objectives are necessary obligations of the EU. These objectives are required to be 

 met in order to adhere to EU obligations that further the mission of the EU, which 

 is to ensure that all human rights –whether civil, political, economic, social, or 

 cultural –are respected everywhere. 155 For these reasons, Barancasia’s actions are 

 justified in order to meet its EU obligations.  
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V. THE TRIBUNAL SHOULD FIND THAT RESPONDENT IS ENTITLED TO 

 RESTITUTION BY CLAIMANT OF COSTS RELATED TO THESE 

 PROCEEDINGS 

 

120. Respondent is entitled to restitution from Claimant of all costs related to the 

 proceedings because Claimant’s allegations are manifestly without legal merit 

 rendering restitution an adequate form of damages in response to frivolous suits.156 

 Furthermore, the tribunal has great discretion to award restitution as an appropriate 

 remedy in such a case.157 

121. The ILC states that there is an internationally wrongful act “when the action of the 

 state is attributable to the State under international law; and constitutes a breach of 

 an international obligation of the State.”158 The reparation of an injury that is caused 

 by an internationally wrongful act must take the form of restitution, compensation 

 or satisfaction, either in whole or in common. 159  The underlying principle of 

 restitution requires that:  

A State that is responsible for an internationally wrongfully act is 

under an obligation to make restitution, that is re-establish the 

situation which existed before the wrongful act was committed, 

provided and to the extent that restitution: a) is not materially 

impossible, b) does not involve a burden out of all proportion to the 

benefits deriving from restitution instead of compensation.160 

 

122. The PCIJ established the norm for violations of international law specifically  

 mentioning the necessity of reparation;161 specifically emphasizing that reparation 

 must wipe out the consequences of an illegal act and re-establish a situation as if 

 the act had not been committed.162 Restitution, as a method of reparation has some 

 primacy; this is reinforced by the DASR, which list restitution as the first remedy 

 in the list of damages.163 It emphasizes that an injured state is required to obtain 

                                                        
156 Potesta 
157 DASR, Art. 43.  
158 ILC, Article 2(a)-(b). 
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 compensation for an internationally wrongful act, to the extent that it is not 

 compensated by restitution in kind.164 

 

 A. In The Interest Of Cost And Fairness, Restitution Is An  Adequate  

  Form Of Reparation Due to The Damage To Wasted Resources  

  Occasioned By Frivolous Suit 
 

123. A lawsuit is “frivolous” when there is a limited probability of success, and the 

 plaintiff filed the suit with a very small likelihood that the defendant will be deemed 

 liable. 165  The decision as to whether a suit is frivolous is dependent upon a 

 normative judgment by the adjudicator.166 A suit may be deemed as frivolous if: (1) 

 the plaintiff files knowing that the fact establishes complete (or virtually complete) 

 absence of merit as an objective matter on the legal theories alleged; or (2) when 

 plaintiff files without conducting a reasonable investigation, which if conducted, 

 would place the suit in prong 1).167 ICSID Arbitration Rule 41(5) dismisses claims 

 that are ‘manifestly without legal merit’. Parties are allowed to file within 30 days 

 after the constitution of the tribunal any objections to a claim that lacks legal 

 merit.168 The tribunal in Trans-global, described ‘manifestly’ to mean self-  

 evident, clear on its face and certain.169  

124. In Trans-global, the claimant alleged that Jordan failed to provide FET and failed 

 to hold consultations of the US-Jordan Bit, amounting to unreasonable and 

 discriminatory treatment.170 Respondent rejected the claimant’s allegations under 

 41(5) because they alleged “non-existent legal rights for the claimant.171 Agreeing 

 with the Respondent, the tribunal rejected the claimant’s third allegation – failure 

 to hold consultations of the US- Jordan BIT – because the  claim was manifestly 

 without legal merit and was “entirely missing under the BIT.”172 Similarly the 
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 tribunal in Global Trading, found that the claimant’s allegations against 

 Ukraine were manifestly without legal merit under Rule 41(5) because the purchase 

 contracts that were entered into by the Claimant were ‘purely commercial’ in nature 

 and did not constitute investments according to Article 25 of the ICSID convention, 

 which was a point of legal contention in the  dispute between the parties. 173  

125. One objects to the fairness of frivolous suits based upon the premise that such suits 

 result in opportunistic persons obtaining monetary settlements to which they are 

 not entitled at the expense of “innocent defendants who may be viewed as 

 defrauded or under duress.”174 Nevertheless, a successful objection under ICSID 

 Rule 41(5) – a manifest lack of legal merit as it relates to a claim – triggers the 

 issuance of an award.175 Such an award has a res judicata effect because it disposes 

 ‘of the legal effects of the claimant’s claim’”; thus, it is subject to typical legal 

 remedies of the ICSID convention and can be enforced.176 The tribunal has great 

 discretion to determine the nature of the award; in Trans-global, the tribunal noted 

 that it had discretionary power to determine the amount and allocation of legal costs 

 under Article 41(b).177 

126. In light of the recognition that monetary sanctions are effective methods of 

 deterrence in cases of filing frivolous suits, restitution has been sought as a remedy 

 for filing a frivolous suit. 178  Courts are recommended to employ flexible 

 approaches to restitution while considering the choices of the injured state and the 

 limitations of the state’s options. 179  

127. ICSID Rule 41(5) applies in this case because there is an absence of merit on the  

 legal theories that Claimant has alleged. Claimant’s allegations of damages are 

 based upon the argument that Barancasia denied the license to the Alfa project 

 and subsequently amended the LRE without adequate justification and consultation 

                                                        
173 Id.; Global Trading, ¶¶ 54 –57. 
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 with shareholders;180 hence contributing to the destruction of its business.181 This 

 claim lacks legal merit under ICSID Rule 41(5). First, as argued under jurisdiction 

 and admissibility, Claimant cannot argue for protections under the CB-BIT because 

 it was terminated December 1998.182 Second, the Article 4  Amendment to the  

 LRE gives the Barancasian government autonomy to alter the tariff rates of the 

 PPPs in compliance with the LRE when they become unsustainable. Third, there is 

 no language in the LRE that requires the Barancasian government consult with 

 investors, shareholders or third parties prior to adjusting the tariff rate or denying a 

 license to a photovoltaic project. Hence, similar to the tribunal’s findings in Global 

 Trading, Claimant cannot prevail on absent language in the LRE or a terminated 

 LRE, rendering its claim as “manifestly lacking legal merit” in this case.  

 

VI. THE CLAIM FOR DAMAGES IS ILL SUPPORTED AND BASED UPON  

 FALSE OR INCORRECT LEGAL ASSUMPTIONS  

 

128. Claimant alleges that Respondent is liable for damages in the amount of 

 approximately €2.1 million, which is a combination of the alleged NPV of the 

 losses from the Alfa and Beta projects, the wasted investment in land; or 

 conversely, the NPV of harm from the PPPs. This amount is unsupported and 

 unsubstantiated by supporting evidence.  

129. The award of damages, as a remedy to an international wrongful act, has been 

 recognized as an underlying principle of international law.183 Pecuniary payment is 

 a usual and exclusive method of reparation for an injury, the remedy must be 

 commensurate with the loss suffered in order to make the injured party whole.184 

 State responsibility for an injury and thus to provide reparation can arise at several 

 instances: (1) at the moment the alien receives the injury from whatever source, or 

 (2) at the moment of injury by the state agent, or (3) only after local remedies have 
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 failed, which is to say ordinarily out of a denial of justice.185 International law 

 precedent has applied different methods for calculating damages. Arbitral 

 commissions, while taking into consideration the seriousness of the offense and the 

 idea of punishment in fixing the amount of an award, generally regard their powers 

 as limited to the granting of  compensatory, rather than exemplary, damages.186 

130. The first variable in the determination of damages is whether the BIT or CIL 

 standard applies in order to ascertain the obligations that were breached by the host 

 state.187 The tribunal then proceeds to apply the Chorzow Factory doctrine through 

 calculation and abstract theories and arbitrators are then tasked to find the 

 applicable methods of calculation and apply them to achieve an equitable result.188 

 Factors that create issues in the determination of damages are: valuation date, 

 valuation methods and the interest rate.189 

131. The tribunal in Azurix recognized that the unlawful act may not occur at a specific 

 date, but rather over a period of time.190 The tribunal disregarded the dates provided 

 by the Claimant and but focused upon the time period where the BIT between the 

 parties had reached a watershed. 191  Although there are a variety of valuation 

 methods, the DCF method is the most complex method with the broadest scope of 

 applicability.192 The tribunal in Wena noted that although both parties had utilized 

 variations of DCF method, the experts arrived at widely different amounts in their 

 calculations and ultimately rejected the DCF findings.193 Tribunals struggle with 

 arriving at an adequate interest rate and usually arrive at an arbitrary interest rate 

 with little justification. 194  For instance, the tribunal in Siag disregarded the 

 claimant’s suggestion of the “highest possible” interest rate and chose a prevailing 

 LIBOR using the BIT as guidance because interest should be awarded on an 

                                                        
185 Id.  
186 Id. at 60. 
187 Lo, p. 87.  
188 Id.  
189 Id. at 90–95. 
190 Azurix,. ¶ 417 
191 Id.  
192 Lo, n. 32 at 93.  
193 Id.; see also Wena,.  ¶ 122. 
194 Lo at 94.  
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 investment basis, taking into  consideration the Claimant’s loss of an opportunity 

 to invest.195 The tribunal in Desert Line, disregarded a suggested 7% compound for 

 a simple interest rate of 5% per annum because the Claimant’s claim for damages 

 were largely unsubstantiated and speculative.196  

132. The issues that arise in Claimant’s damages calculations are the date of the alleged 

 loss, the interest rate selected and the effectiveness of the DCF method of valuation. 

 Claimant’s initial damages claim involve the Alfa project, 197  however its use 

 predates Barancasia’s LRE and therefore cannot be considered a subsequent 

 photovoltaic development deserving of a subsidy through the LRE. 198  Also, 

 Respondent submits that Claimant’s expert should have arrived at a discount rate 

 of 12% rather than 8% for its alleged losses. 199  Due to these uncertain 

 circumstances, the Tribunal should disregard Kovic’s unsubstantiated damages 

 claim of €2.1 million as it incorrectly assumes that the Projects will be completed 

 without construction problems, delays or overruns.200 Furthermore, Mr. Kovic’s 

 reliance upon the DCF method is speculative given the short operational life span 

 of the photovoltaic project. His projected wasted investment calculation on capital 

 incorrectly assumes that the land and equipment are unsalable, extrapolating the 

 lack of return to Claimant for his investment in capital.201 Like the tribunal in 

 Desert Line has demonstrated, tribunals are less likely award Claimant’s damages 

 when they are unsubstantiated and highly speculative; hence, the Tribunal should 

 disregard Claimant’s method of DCF calculation because the amount is 

 unsubstantiated by supporting evidence.  

 

 

 

 

                                                        
195 Siag , ¶ 596-98  
196 Desert Line, ¶ 227. 
197 Expert Report of Marco Kovic, p. 49. 
198 Expert Report of Juanita Priemo, p. 52. 
199 Id. at 54. 
200 Priemio Expert Report, p. 54. 
201 Id. 
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 A. Claimant’s Use Of The DCF Method Is Speculative  

133. The Chorzow Factory principle espouses that compensation must be the monetary 

 sum that is equivalent to the sum that the claimant lost in present value terms.202 

 Equivalence occurs when a reasonable claimant would be “as nearly as possible 

 indifferent between the monetary compensation and the status quo ante (i.e., 

 ownership of the asset just before the wrong occurred)”.203 The DCF principle is 

 derived from the widely accepted view that an investment’s value stems from the 

 future cash flows that it is expected to produce, and therefore compensation that 

 fails to cover that lost future value is inadequate.204 It is recommended that cash 

 flows and discount rates must not be mismatched, as this will affect the final value 

 of the firm.205 Discounting cash flows to equity at the WACC leads to an upwardly 

 biased value of equity while discounting cash flows at the COE leads to 

 downwardly biased value of the firm.206 

134. The DCF methodology is commonly accepted as the principal approach of valuing 

 a claimant’s loss when there is a clear proof of damages and a reasonable basis for 

 the estimation of lost revenues; and in such a case, “going concerns” are considered 

 a sufficient basis for the award of damages.”207 The estimation of PNV of future 

 revenues involves a projection of net revenues and the application of a discount rate 

 – “the converse of an interest rate used to project the future value of a sum invested 

 in the present –” which is inversely related to the size of the award, therefore the 

 higher the risk, the higher the discount rate and the lower the present value.208  

135. The DCF method cannot be applied in every case. In Tecmed, the claimant’s expert 

 witness arrived at a sum of $52,000,000 in damages plus interest, as of the date of 

 the expropriation; the respondent in objecting to the application of the DCF analysis 

 found it to be highly speculative since the landfill had been operating as a business 

                                                        
202 Knull, at 5. 
203 Id.  
204 Id.  
205 Damodaran, p. 5. 
206 Id. at 9.  
207 Knull at 6.  
208 Id. at 9.  [Explain more] 
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 for only two and a half years.209. The court in considering the great disparity in the 

 projected amounts for both parties, sided with the Respondent and found 

 Claimant’s estimate to be inconsistent with the legitimate and genuine estimates on 

 return at the time the Claimant made the investment.210 The Tribunal disregarded 

 the DCF methodology of relief because it was found to be more suitable for an 

 estimate of a protracted future that was no less than 15 years, since future cash flow 

 depends on investments to be made in the long term.211  

136. In Siemens, the Tribunal rejected the DCF method because the data was too 

 speculative and could not be used to calculate future profits;”212 the DCF value of 

 lost profits was “very unlikely to have materialized” because i) the excessive 

 amount of profits assumed by the claimant needed to be reduced; ii)the reduced 

 amount included a value added tax that needed to be subtracted; iii)the discount 

 rate of thirteen percent needed to be applied; iv)the profits depended on uncertain 

 assumptions about possible contract extension; and v) the profits would have been 

 subject to corporate profits tax.213 

137. The Aguas tribunal noted that the present net value typically provided for through 

 DCF analysis is not appropriate when assumptions and projections become 

 increasingly speculative.214  

[A]n award based upon future profits is not appropriate unless the 

relevant enterprise is profitable and has operated for a sufficient 

period to establish its performance record.215 

138. Tribunals have found that the fair market value is not the appropriate standard for 

 compensation in non-expropriation cases.216 In LG&E, the tribunal found the DCF 

 method more suited in expropriation cases but inappropriate for the case at bar because 

 the tribunal was tasked to address “actual loss” that was suffered “as a result” 

 Argentina’s conduct.217 The Claimants argued that Argentina eliminated the value of 

                                                        
209 Tecnicas Medioambientales Tecmed S.A.,p. 74 n. 185 
210 Id. at 75. 
211 Id. at n. 186.  
212 Simmons, Valuation in Investor-State Arbitration, ¶¶ 355–57.  
213 Id.; citing Siemens  ¶¶ 379–84. 
214 Compania de Aguas  ¶¶  8.3.3  
215 Id.  
216 Simmons, at 226. 
217 LG&E, ¶ 10. 
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 their gas distribution licenses by suspending the PPI tariff adjustment and by 

 adjusting to the enactment of the Emergency Law.218 The tribunal found Argentina to 

 be liable for: i) the abolition of the right to calculate tariffs in dollars before conversion 

 to pesos, ii) the abandonment of the PPI adjustments; iii) the suspension of the tariff 

 reviews and; iv)that the forced renegotiation of the licenses violated the standard of 

 FET.”219 The fact that the losses that were incurred by Claimants is in the amount of 

 dividends that they would have earned but for “the  abrogation of basic guarantees”, 

 the fair value method is inadequate.220 The tribunal  made its calculation based upon 

 the dividends that would have been generated without a change to the tariff system, 

 on the premise that the “but for” dividend calculation includes the restoration of the 

 basic guarantees of the tariff regime.”221 

139. As applied in the aforementioned tribunals, the DCF method is more adequately 

 applied when there is a clear proof of damages and an estimation of lost revenue. In 

 the case of Barancasia, such estimation does not exist. Although Kovic has 

 provided an amount for the NPV of Claimant’s loss for the Alfa and Beta project, a 

 wasted investment in land and other out of pocket expenditures, such an assessment 

 cannot be considered a clear proof of damages. Kovic assumes that over the course 

 of the life of the photovoltaic project license (12 years) that costs will remain constant 

 and all the plants will have been completed an operated and the reduced revenues that 

 would have been affected are due to Barancasia’s change in the tariff rate.222 However 

 Claimant’s project was found to be unsustainable by Barancasia’s public officials, and 

 could not be financially sustained within the permits of the European Union, thus the 

 project should be deemed as speculative.223 

140. Claimant submits that the DCF method should not be used because DCF values cash 

 flows over future long-term investments. Although Claimant provides income 

 statements of its projects between 2002 and 2011, it is uncertain how well the projects 

                                                        
218 Id. at ¶ 10–15. 
219 Id. at ¶ 48. 
220 Id. at ¶ 59. 
221LG&E, at ¶ 60. 
222,Expert Report of Marko Kovic, p. 50. 
223 SUF, p. 22, ¶ 30. 
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 would have performed subsequent to the enactment of the LRE in 2010. Like the 

 tribunal in the LG & E case found, the DCF method of valuation does not provide an 

 accurate reflection of the actual loss suffered from the adjustment of the tariff, but 

 rather would be more suited in expropriation cases. The losses claimed by Kovic 

 are excessive and unsubstantiated, with a net value of losses that are dependent upon 

 the uncertainty of the photovoltaic profits being extended.  Like Siemens, the DCF 

 method of valuation is unlikely to materialize when premised on an uncertain contract 

 or license extension. Therefore, the DCF method of valuation provides overly inflated 

 compensation costs that cannot adequately address the actual value of Claimant’s loss 

 without the projections on the photovoltaic projects being considered as speculative 

 data. 

 B. The Tribunal Should Find that Claimant Has Failed To Provide An  

  Accurate Measure Of Harm Calculation and Should Not Receive the  

  Requested Damages.  

141. An aggrieved party has a burden to prove, with reasonable certainty, that it suffered a 

 loss.224 Predictable, accurate valuations are necessary not only for the confidence of 

 parties in arbitration proceedings, but also for the efficiency of international 

 investment law.225 Before adopting measures that harm an investment, states should 

 be able to weigh the benefits of such measures against their expected costs. 

 Compensation of fair market value deters inefficient state actions.226 Although some 

 countries require damages to be reasonably certain in their existence but not in the 

 amount, other countries impose a higher standard to recover lost profits.227 Part Two 

 of the DASR establishes the standard for compensation, stating: “compensation shall 

 cover any financial accessible damages including the loss of profits insofar as it has 

 been established.”228 

142. The tribunal in the Exxon Mobil established a standard for “just compensation” 

 after the Claimant alleged that Venezuela’s expropriation was a taking without 

                                                        
224 Calculation of Damages 
225 Id.  
226 Simmons, p.198. 
227 Calculation of Damages, at ¶ 2.4. 
228 DASR, Art. 36. 
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 compensation pursuant to Article 6 of the BIT.229 The tribunal established that just 

 compensation “must represent the market value of the investments affected 

 immediately before the measures were taken or the impending measures became 

 public knowledge, whichever is earlier.”230 The tribunal ultimately found that market 

 value could be determined immediately after the negotiations failed between the 

 parties and before the expropriation, and thus it corresponds to an amount that a 

 willing buyer would have paid a willing seller at the time.231 

143. The tribunal in Compania, established that compensation is derived from the fair 

 market value of property, fair market value is then determined by: “1) the date on 

 which the market value was to be assessed, and 2) the determination of the fair market 

 value itself.”232 It is also paramount that a state establishing a loss identify causation, 

 the tribunal in Biwater Gauff case found that the Claimant’s allegations of 

 expropriation failed because, the business venture was suffering persistent financial 

 failure independent of the Respondent’s actions.233 There was an issue of causation 

 because the loss of value of BGT’s investment was owing to BGT and City Water 

 itself, which had almost no prospect of making a profit.234 Similarly, the tribunal in 

 Waste Management rejected the Claimant’s expropriation argument stating that: 

It is not the function of the international law of expropriation as 

reflected in [NAFTA] Article 1110 to eliminate the normal 

commercial risks of a foreign investor, or to place on Mexico the 

burden of compensating for the failure of a business plan which was, 

in the circumstances, founded on too narrow a client base and 

dependant for its success on unsustainable assumptions about 

customer uptake and contractual performance.235 

144. Claimant has not provided the requisite evidence to establish that they require just 

 compensation, it is uncertain when an alleged unlawful act occurred which affects 

 the assessment of the market value of the investments. Claimant cannot claim 

 returns or an alleged breach as it pertains to the Alfa project because it was 

                                                        
229 Venezuela Mobil, et. al, ¶ 307. 
230 Id. 
231 Id.  
232 Compania del Desarollo, passim 
233 Biwater Gauff Ltd.,¶ 444. 
234 Id. at ¶ 445. 
235 Waste Mgmt., ¶ 177. 
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 undertaken prior to the LRE and does not qualify for a subsidy pursuant to the LRE. 

 The calculation of the lost value of the wasted investment of land is a gross 

 miscalculation according to expert Ms. Priemio. Also, Claimant fails to establish 

 an accurate causal link between the failure of its investment and Respondent’s 

 actions. Specifically, Respondent’s contribution to the unsustainability of the 

 photovoltaic projects and the solar bubble and were not sustainable. Thus, similar 

 to the tribunal’s rational in Waste Management, Barancasia should not be made to 

 bear the costs associated with the business risks and financial failure that occur 

 frequently with foreign investment. 
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PART III: RELIEF 

 

The Respondent respectfully prays to the Tribunal for the following relief- 

 

1. Find that it has no jurisdiction and/or that the claims asserted by the 

Claimant are not admissible. 

2.  In the event that the Tribunal does not grant Barancasia’s first prayer for 

relief, find that Barancasia has not violated the protections of the BIT.  

3. In the event that the Tribunal does not grant Barancasia’s first or second 

prayer for relief, deny Claimant’s request for specific performance. 

4. In the event that the Tribunal does not grant Barancasia’s first or second 

prayer for relief, find that the Claimant’s calculations for damages are ill-

supported and based on false and incorrect legal and factual assumptions. 

5. Find that Barancasia is entitled to restitution by Claimant of all costs related 

to these proceedings.  

 

Counsels for the Respondent 

Team Pathak 

26 September 2015 


